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Abstract
Since the last decades o f the 20th century, we have been witnessing a historical 
shift in the economic structure reflected in the spectacular grow th o f the services 
at the expense o f the manufacturing sector. W ithin the very heterogeneous service 
sector knowledge-intensive business services (K IB S ) are presumed as a sub-sector 
providing complex and high quality services that rely on intensive knowledge use 
and increased learning capability. In this relation the authors intend to assess 
the company practice o f knowledge use and development com paring Hungarian 
and Slovak K IB S  firms. The most important em pirical lessons are as follows: the

1 Project funded by the Ministry of Education o f Japan (Grant No. 19402023), the Nomura 
Research Fund, the Tokyo-maritime Research Fund, and the Hungarian Academy of Sciences.
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experiences based ( “on the job ”) learning is more important than the participation 
in the form al education in both countries. However, in the Slovak firms the 
participation in form al education ( “ learning by acqusition”) is playing stronger 

role in the knowledge development and learning than in the Hungarian ones. 
Finally, it worth noting that in both countries, such external knowledge pools as 
customers, suppliers, consulting agencies are m ore significant sources o f firm s’ 
knowledge base than higher education and train ing institutions.

Key words: knowledge-intensive business service sector, participation in the formal edu
cation, on-site competence development, external knowledge source

1. Need to better understand innovation in the 
Knowledge Intensive Business Sector (KIBS)

In the present article, the authors explore the interrelationship between 
innovative performance, knowledge development and use and work organizations 
of firms operating in the Hungarian and Slovak Knowledge Intensive Business 
Sector (K IBS). The ability to learn and innovate are equally important for any 
economy, whether on an individual, firm, or national level. In this paper, we 
focus primarily on the analysis of learning at the firm level. In other words, 
the unit o f analysis is the firm and its collective capacity to learn that we refer 
to as organizational learning. The exploitation o f opportunities to connect to 
the global economy offers a special role o f organizational innovation that we 
may characterize as learning organizations. It is o f particular importance that 
firms adopting new organizational values and solutions encourage individual 
and especially collective learning through implementing various forms of 
organizational innovation (e.g., multifunctional working groups and team work).

Although there is an almost general consensus among innovation researchers 
that innovation has a positive impact on companies’ competitiveness, the majority 
of analysis focuses on the technological (product or process) innovation alone, 
while ignoring the important role and effect of organizational and socio-cultural 
innovation. The Oslo Handbook, produced by Eurostat and the OECD, which 
offers guiding principles for European innovation researchers to collect and 
analyze data, originally focused on technology-orientated product and process 
innovation alone. Not until the third edition, published in 2005, were the non
technology-related fields of marketing and organizational innovation added. Now, 
according to the Community Innovation Survey (2004), financed by the European 
Union, the Union’s economic backwardness relative to the U.S.A. or Japan can 
be primarily traced back to the lack of so-called non-technological innovation
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(organization and marketing) rather than to the lack of technological innovation2. 
According to the European Competitiveness Report and other outcomes from 
other international surveys, the advantage that the U.S.A. enjoys over Europe 
is not contrary to popular belief, the result o f a higher level of technological 
innovation. American firms lead in their ability to innovate in organizational and 
management practices as well as in marketing methods. New business models, 
innovative sub-contracting methods, and the integration of product and brand 
management play a key role in the introduction of technological innovation into 
new markets. Especially in the present global economic and financial crisis, the 
so-called non-technological innovation represents a missing link that prevents 
European firms from taking advantage of the opportunities offered by new 
technology and other challenges of the present condition3.

Since the 1980s, a renewed interest has been registered  to better 
understand, from both theoretical and empirical perspectives the complex, 
dynamic, and multi-level relationship between organizational development 
and innovation, especially in the K IB S  sector4. This increased interest can 
be attributed to the fact that since the last decades o f the 20th Century, we 
have witnessed a spectacular growth o f the service sector at the expense 
o f the manufacturing one. According to a research report o f CEDEFOP, 
from 2000 to 2010 more than 4 m illion jobs were lost in the prim ary sector 
and utilities and almost another 4 m illion in the manufacturing sector in 
the EU-27 countries while around 13 m illion new jobs were created in the 
business, other services and non-marketed services sectors. The same trends 
are forecast for 2010-20205.

The literature dealing with service sector innovation can be classified into 
two contrasting schools o f thinking: the first theoretical stand stresses the 
particular character of the innovation in the service sector (e.g. the key role 
of organizational development, extensive use of external knowledge sources, 
higher priority of training, and collective practice of knowledge development,

2 European Competitiveness Report 2001, Commission Staff Working Paper, European Com
mission, SEC 1705, 2001.

3 According to the latest review on the impact o f the global financial and economic crisis, 
despite the downturn, entrepreneurs are enjoying a worldwide renaissance, and the U.S.A. 
still leads the world. A. Wooldridge, Global heroes (special report on entrepreneurship) The 
Economist, March 14th, 2008, pp. 3-19.

4 A. Salter, B. Tether, Innovation in Services (Through the Looking Glass o f  Innovation Studies), 
Advanced Institute of Management (A IM ) Research’s Grand Challenges on Service Science, 
2006; A. Lam, Organizational Innovation, in: Eds.J. Fagerberg, D.C. Mowery, R. R. Nelson, 
The Oxford Handbook o f  Innovation, Oxford University Press, Oxford 2005, pp. 115-147.

5 European Centre for the Development o f Vocational Training: CEDEFOP Briefing Note 
February 2010, downloadable: http://www.cedefop.europa.eu/EN/Files/9021_en.pdf.

http://www.cedefop.europa.eu/EN/Files/9021_en.pdf
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interactive working practices, client-specific specialisation, generalisation 
of consultative way o f working etc.) in comparison with the manufacturing 
sector6. The second approach emphasizes the similarity o f innovation in the 
service and manufacturing sectors and refuses the “black” and “white” views 
on the sector specificity character of innovation7.

This paper provides the first analysis of the systematically collected company 
level data with the objective to better understand the diffusion and drivers 
o f organizational innovation and the practice o f knowledge development 
comparing the K IBS sectors in Hungary (2008) and Slovakia (2008-2009). In 
the next section we will present the most important elements of the methodology 
used in the surveys, then in the section three we make a short comparison 
on the company knowledge development practice in Hungary and Slovakia, 
contrasted with the data gained from the Continuous Vocational Training 
Survey (2005), where possible.

2. Sample of the Company Survey and Research Method

The cross-country company survey was designed to collect systematic 
information on the working practice of the business service firms operating in 
Hungary and Slovakia8. There is no generally accepted definition for “business 
service”; this category covers rather heterogeneous economic activities. In 
our study, based on the literature screening and with the intention to produce 
internationally comparable data, the knowledge-intensive professional services

6 A. Leiponen, Organizational Knowledge and Innovation in Business Services, Paper pre
sented at the DRUID Summer Conference 2003 on Creating, Sharing and Transferring Knowl
edge. The Role o f  Geography, Institutions and Organisations, Copenhagen, 12-14 June 2003; 
A. Salter, B. Tether, Innovation in Services (Through the Looking Glass o f  Innovation Studies), 
Advanced Institute o f Management (A IM ) Research’s Grand Challenges on Service Science, 
2006; M. Toivonen, Future Prospects o f  Knowledge-Intensive Business Services (KIBS) and Im 
plications to Regional Economies, „ICFAI Journal o f Knowledge Management”, Vol. 4., no. 3.,
2006, pp. 18-36.

7 K. Pavitt, Patterns o f  technical change: towards a taxonomy and a theory, ..Research Policy", 
1984, 13, pp. 343-373; R. Evangelista, Sectoral patterns o f  technological change in services, „Eco- 
nomics o f Innovation and New Technology” 2000, 9, pp. 183-221; R. Evangelista, M. Savona, 
Innovation, employment and skills in services. Firm  and sectoral evidence, „ Structural Change 
and Economic Dynamics”, 2003, Vol. 14. No. 4, ; M. Miozzo, L. Soete, Internationalisation o f  
services: a technological perspective, .Technological Forecasting and Social Change” 2001, 67, 
pp. 159-185.

8 Regarding the service sector, the following classifications were often used (Salter-Tether, 
2006): (1) traditional service (e.g., personal service), (2) system service (e.g., airlines and bank
ing), and (3) knowledge-intensive business service (K IBS). The main focus o f our research is 
on activities classified under the KIBS.
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offered for other companies are defined as "business services”, such as IT 
services (both software and hardware), administrative and legal services, 
financial services and R&D9. Table 1 contains the activities selected for the 
purpose of the company surveys both in Hungary and Slovakia.

Table 1. Share of KIBS firms by types of activities (NACE10 codes) in Hungary and 
Slovakia (%)

Activity Hungary Slovakia

Accounting, finance and legal services (NACE codes: K 66.1 
Activities auxiliary to financial services, except insurance and 
pension funding; K 66.2 Activities auxiliary to insurance and pension 
funding; K 64.9 Other financial service activities, except insurance 
and pension funding; M 69 Legal and accounting activities; M 70 
Activities of head offices; management consultancy activities)

20.9 22.7

Human resource management (NACE codes: N 78 Employment 
activities; P 85.5 Other education) 19.4 20.7

Technical engineering, consultancy (NACE kodok: M71 Architectural 
and engineering activities; technical testing and analysis; M 72 
Scientific research and development)

25.2 18.5

Information and computer related activities (NACE codes: J62 
Computer programming, consultancy and related activities; J 63 
Information service activities)

21.9 21.6

Advertising, marketing, customer service, other services (NACE 
codes: M 73 Advertising, market research; M 74.3 Translation 
and interpretation activities; N 77.3 Renting and leasing of other 
machinery, equipment and tangible goods; N 81.1 Combined 
facilities support activities; N. 81.2.2 Other building and industrial 
cleaning activities; N 82.2 Activities of call centres)

12.6 16.5

Total 100 100

In the first quarter of 2008, according to the National Register of Economic 
Organizations compiled by the Hungarian Central Statistical Office (HCSO), 4049 
companies with 10 or more employees were registered in the field of business 
services, while 2714 were registered in Slovakia11. In order to design a statistically 
representative firms’ sample, 200 companies were selected from the Hungarian 
and 100 companies in Slovakia using a multi-stage stratified sampling method.

9 For more details, see Mako-Illessy-Csizmadia (2008).
10 N ACE: ..Statistical Classification of Economic Activities” -  an international statistical sys

tems for classification and registration of economic activities. Source: http://ec.europa.eu/com- 
petition/mergers/cases/index/naceall.html

11 L. Bajzikova, H. Sajgalikova, E. Wojcak, M. Polakova, Multinational and Local Resources 
-  Business Services (Report for Slovakia), Bratislava, Comenius University in Bratislava -  Faculty 
of Management, May 2009, p. 25.

http://ec.europa.eu/com-
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The basic economic activity of the firms classified by the NACE code was used 
as the stratification variable. This sampling method ensured equal chances to 
all companies belonging to the population surveyed to be selected in the sample 
and reflected to the heterogeneity of the organizational population as well. In 
other words, the sampling structure reflects the composition of the companies 
operating in vaiours (.e.g. "new” and “matured”) economic activity branches. 
For instance, there are more IT  companies within the field o f IT  services than 
facility management providers or more clothing companies within the “matured" 
manufacturing industry than the pharmaceutical ones. The sampling frame 
was restricted for companies employing at least 10 persons. To guarantee the 
statistical representativeness of the survey, the data sets were weighted. The 
final database is statistically representative of the firm population surveyed,
i.e., the 4,094 companies operating with at least 10 employees in Hungarian 
business services and the 2,714 companies operating with at least 10 employees 
in Slovak business service sectors investigated.

3. Skill Requirements and Knowledge Development 
Practice in the Firm

3.1 Differences in Skill Development and the Key Role of 
Experience-Based Learning

In this section we take up the issue of knowledge development practices of 
the firms investigated. In our interpretation organizational learning indicates 
“... the capacity (or process) within an organization to maintain or improve 
performance based on experience. This activity involves knowledge acquisition 
(the development or creation of skills, insights, relationships), knowledge sharing 
(the dissemination to others of what has been acquired by some), and knowledge 
utilisation (integration of the learning so that it is assimilated, broadly available, 
and can also be generalized to new situations”12. There is a strong interplay 
between innovation and learning process within the organization and in 
this respect it should be noted the complementary character of the formal 
education and experience-based learning as Nielsen13 summarized: „To make

12 A. J. DiBella, E.C. Nevis, J.M. Gould, Understanding Organizational Learning Capability, 
„ Journal o f Management Studies”, May 1996, 33, 3, pp. 363.

13 P. Nielsen, From Theories to Themes and Basic Definitions, MEADOW Project (Measuring 
the Dynamics of Organisations and Work), 6th FP, Aalborg University Business School, Aaalborg,
2007,' p. 67.
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learning complete and sufficient, with the innovative mode in focus, it is 
necessary to combine experience-based and reflective learning with the new 
knowledge achieved from formal training and education. Only in this way 
does learning become both knowledge-based and experience-based, and may 
evolve dynamically in the context of the organization”.

Skills development and formal training are important preconditions for 
innovation. However, what really matters is the ability of a person to mobilize 
his/her qualification in a concrete job situation. "While qualifications are 
individually adopted characteristics, built into and carried out by a person, 
competence as a concept has to do with specific job situations and assignements, 
and concerns the capacity o f an employee to use his or her qualifications 
in the job situation... In line with this definition, competence development 
as a concept in this context w ill be defined as continuous development of 
experiences, skills, influence, possibilities and responsibilities, related to the 
job situation, tasks and context of the employees"14.

Prior to describe the knowledge development practice of the firms surveyed, 
we identified the types of knowledge and skills required by the employers. The 
most important knowledge evaluated by the employers interviewed in both 
countries, are as follows:
1. Professional-technical skills (Hungary: 93.7% and Slovakia: 98.1%)
2. Reliability in work (Hungary: 97.5% and Slovakia: 89.1%)
3. Customer centred attitude (Hungary: 90.3% and Slovakia: 86.5%) 

Evaluating the importance of the various methods of knowledge develop
ment in the firm, the following classification was used:
(1) Participation in formal education
(2) Competence development
(3) Improving social skills15

In both countries, such forms of experience-based (“on-site") knowledge or 
competence development as “consulting with management/other employees" and 
“on-the-job training (OJT)” are playing more important role in comparison with

14 P. Nielsen, The Human Side o f  Innovation System. (Innovation, New Organization Forms 
and Competence Building), Aalborg University Press, Aalborg 2006, p. 124.

15 Besides the briefly presented classifications o f knowledge preconditions for learning or 
innovative organization, another strand of the labour process school makes disctintion between 
“learning as acquisition” and “learning as participation”. Quoting Felstead et al. (2008, p. 5), 
“The former refers to a conceptualization, which views learning as a product with a visible, 
identifiable outcome, often accompanied by certification or proof o f attendance. The latter 
perspective, on the other hand, views learning as a process in which learners improve their 
work performance by carrying out daily activities”. This distinction is similar to the distinction 
of “ formal education” and “competence development”.
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the participation in formal education (e.g. participation in courses/educational 
schemes and involvement in further training tailored for the needs o f the 
firm )16. In spite of this common pattern, it should be noted that the formal 
training (e.g standard educational schemes, further training) is playing 
relatively more significant role in the Slovak business service firms than in 
the Hungarian ones.

The importance of training aimed to improve the social skills of employees 
(e.g., motivation o f cooperation between various organizational units and job 
rotation) is located between the “competence development” and “participation 
in formal education”.

In both countries “consulting with managers and other employees” and “on- 
the-job training” (or "learning by participation”) were more often used tools of 
knowledge development than “participation in the formal training” (or “learning 
by acquisition”). In addition to this common pattern of knowledge development, 
we identified slight differences, too. Such sources of experience based learning 
as “attending professional fairs and expositions” are playing more important 
role in Hungary than Slovakia, (67.5% versus 44.3%), however, "job rotation” 
is organized more frequently in the Slovak business firms in comparison 
with the Hungarians (40.1% versus 31.1%). In relation with the development 
of social skills, the cooperation between organizational units has similarly 
important role in both countries (Hungary: 62.6% and Slovakia: 63.3%), 
but team-work as a widely recognised source o f social skill development17 is 
more widely used in the Slovak business service firms in comparison with 
the Hungarians (74.0% versus 57.1%). The next table illustrates the methods 
o f knowledge development employed in company practices.

Table 2. Methods of knowledge development in the KIBS sector*

Methods of knowledge development Hungary
n=196

Slovakia
n=97

1. Participation in formal education:

Standard courses/educational schemes 45.5% 60.4%

Further training designed according to the needs of the firm 64.3% 69.6%

16 According to the experiences o f an European-wide project, carried out in 13 countrie on 
outsourcing software development in a leading IT  firms, only 10% of training activities based 
on training program, and the reamining 90% represented by the on-the-job taraining (OJT). 
(Flecker-Holtgrewe-Shonauer-Diinkel-Meil, 2008, p. 57).

17 R. Kyzlinkova, L. Dokulilova, A. Kroupa, Teamwork and high performance work organisation, 
Dublin, European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions, 2007.
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II. Experience based learning or competence development:

Consulting with management/other employees 80.3% 75.5%

On-the-job training (OJT) 74.1% 70.3%

Attending professional fairs and expositions 67.5% 44.3%

Job rotation 31.1% 40.1%

III. Improving social skills:

Supporting cooperation between organizational units 62.6% 63.3%

Team-work 57.1% 74.0%

3.2. Company Training Practice: More Training and Stronger 
Reliance on the External Knowledge Sources in Slovakia 
than Hungary

While the former section focused on the identification of various forms of 
knowledge development (i.e. participation in formal education, experience- 
based learning and improving social skills), this section takes up the issue of 
company training practice and the role o f external knowledge sources.

Figure 1. Distribution of enterprises providing training courses* in % of the all en
terprises by European countries18 in 2005

UK NO DK AT SE FI NL FR SL CZ LU DE EE IE BE EU- SK CY HU ES LT MT PT RO LV PL IT BG EL
27

Source. CVTS 2005
* Both formal and informal training

18 EU-27 + Norway
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According to the data stemming from the latest wave (2005) of the European 
Cointinuing Vocational Survey19 (CVTS) the different European countries have 
remarkable variations in terms of their company training pactices.

On average, 60% o f the European companies provided formal and/or 
informal training courses to employees in 2005. The UK, the Nordic countries 
(Norway, Denmark, Sweden and Finland), some continental countries (Austria 
and the Netherlands) have the largest proportion o f training providers. 
Among the post-socialist countries Slovenia, the Czech Republic and Estonia 
are in better position than the EU-average. Romania, Latvia, Poland, Italy, 
Bulgaria and Greece are lagging far behind the EU-average. Slovakia performs 
around the average, while Hungary is in a weaker position (49%). It is worth, 
hoverwer, noting that country differences can be partly explained by the 
various institutional settings o f the different vocational training systems 
(e.g. in the UK  firm-specific company training plays an important role in 
the vocational training system, which is not the case for in most of the post
socialist countries).

Figure 2. Percentage of employees participating in CVT courses* in 2005 by European 
countries in 2005

33 33 33 33

CZ SL IE LU FR SE BE FI SK DK NL EU- ES AT UK MT DE CY IT NO PT EE PL RO HU BG LV LT EL
27

Source. CVTS 2005

* Both formal and informal training

19 The Continuing Vovational Training Survey (CVTS) is a European Union-wide representa
tive employer survey on vocational training practice of the European enterprises and carried 
out by the Eurostat.
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I f  we broaden the scope and take not just the proportion of companies that 
provide training but also the percentage of the employees participating in 
training activities, the picture becomes more complex. Approximately every third 
employee participated in company training in Europe in 2005, there are, however, 
remarkable differences between the European countries. In the Czech Republic 
almost 60% of all employees participated in training courses and Slovenia, 
Ireland, Luxembourg, France and Sveden also perform far above the average 
in this respect. Romania, Hungary, Bulgaria, Latvia, Lithuania and Greece 
are in the worst position within the EU-27. In Slovakia 38% of all employees 
took part in formal and/or informal company training, while this proportion in 
Hungary was only 16%, far below the European average. These data indicate 
that there are rather large inequalities among Hungarian employees in terms 
of the access to new knowledge. The low participation rate indicates that the 
access to and transfer of knowledge within companies, which is a prerequisite 
of innovation and high-value added economic activities, are limited.

The findings of the joint survey provide broader insight into the company 
practice o f the Hungarian and Slovak K IB S  firms. Em pirical outcomes 
indicate visible differences between the two countries company practices. As 
shown in the next table, in the Slovak business service firms, every second 
employee (50.7%) participated in a training course organized and financed 
by the firms (in 2007). In the Hungarian case only less than one third of the 
firms organised and financed training for their employees (31.2%). Employees’ 
autonomy in participating in training, again, is stronger in the Slovak than 
in the Hungarian firms (Slovakia: 24.5% versus Hungary: 16.1%). Even, in 
the case of training supported by non-financial means (e.g., working time 
reduction), the Slovak firms are performing visibly better than their Hungarian 
counterparts (10.8% versus 5.4%).

Table 3. The rates of the company’s supported training

Forms of training and support Hungary
n=196

Slovakia
n=97

Courses organized and financed by the firm 31.2% 50.7%

Courses selected by an employee but financed by the firm 16.1% 24.5%

Courses supported by working time reduction 5.4% 10,8%

With respect to the content of the training, we found that, in both countries 
almost half o f the training courses was aimed to improve job-related specific 
knowledge and two-fifths o f the employees were involved in job-specific or
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general training. In both sectors, less than 10% of employees had a chance 
to participate in training activities improving their generic knowledge and 
competencies (e.g., language and communication skills).

Finally, as concerning knowledge development practices of the firms, we 
paid special attention to the role o f external knowledge sources. There is 
a consensus among the scholars dealing with innovation that organizational 
differences in generating innovation are intimately related to the “absorption” 
or to the dynamic capabilities o f companies. The dynamic capabilities indicate 
the "firms” ability to integrate, build and reconfigure internal and external 
competences to address rapidly changing environments”20. In relation with 
the particular importance o f external knowledge in the radical innovation 
generation processes within the K IBS sector, Salter and Tether21 stressed that 
"Radical innovations in these industries w ill typically involve changes more 
than one o f the triumvirate of the employees’ division o f labour, technologies, 
and organization, as their complex intertwining can create powerful barriers 
to innovation amongs incumbents. Outsiders and newcomers are therefore 
the main source o f more radical innovation. When incumbents do initiate the 
change (...) this is typically through a new and separate organisation”.

Identifying the importance o f the external knowledge sources, managers 
participating in the company surveys were asked to asses the role of these 
sources. The next table illustrates the shares o f the external knowledge source 
use in the Hungarian and Slovak business service firms practice.

Table 4. External sources of knowledge development (multiple answers) 
in the Hungarian and Slovak KIBS firms

External knowledge sources Hungary
n=196

Slovakia
n=97

Customers 79.2% 61.9%

Suppliers, service providers 62.1 % 59.8%

External consulting 54.2% 68.0%

Higher educational institutions 27.4% 55.7%

Educational (training) institutions 29.0% 66.0%

Research institutes 19.7% 28.9%

Development agencies, 26.5% 23.7%

Labor market agencies, professional associations 25.9% 43.3%

20 W. Lazonick, The Innovative Firm, in: Eds.J. Fagerberg, D.C. Mowery, R. R. Nelson, The 
Oxford Handbook o f  Innovation, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006, p. 33.

21 A. Salter, B. Tether, Innovation.., op. cit., p. 13.
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Ranking in order, the experience and knowledge of customers, suppliers 
and external consultings are the most important external knowledge sources 
in both countries in comparison to such external knowledge sources as 
“higher education”, "training institutions” and “labour market institutions”. 
However, these institutions -  especially educational (training) institutions and 
labour market agencies -  are still playing more important role in the Slovak 
than in the Hungarian company practice. We need to include other factors 
(e.g. R&D expenditure, access to a highly educated and skilled population, 
quality of institutions, etc.) to better understand the systematic prerequsities 
for the knowledge-based growth in the countries investigated22. However the 
relatively stronger reliance on the variety of external knowledge sources in 
the Slovak K IBS in comparison to Hungary indicates the Slovak K IB S  firms’ 
better innovation and learning potential.
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Pe3K)Me

Pa3BMTne npaxTi/mecKux 3HaHi/m b BeHrepcKOM i/i c/io b 3L4kom 
ceKTope yc/iyr -  cpaBHeHue

HaniiHaH c nocneflHMX flecHTM/ieTMM X X  Bexa mm hbjiagmcsi CBMfleTe;iflMH Mcropn- 

HeCKMX M3MeHeHMM, npOHCXOflHUtHX B 3KOHOMHKe, KOTOpbie BeflyT K CneKTaKynflpHOMy 

pa3BMTMio yc/iyr 3a cneT npow3BOflCTBeHHoro ceKTopa. B paMKax OHeHb flM(j)(j)epeHi;Mpo- 

BaHHoro ceKTopa ycjiyr 6M3Hec-yc/iyrM, onwpaiomMecH Ha MHTeHCMBHbie 3HaHHH (K IBS  

-  Know ledge Intensive Business Services), CHMTaiOTCH noflceKTopoM, oKa3biBaioinMM 

KOMn^eKCHbie ycnyrw BbicoKoro KanecTBa, 6a3MpyK)mneai Ha mhtchcmbhom ncno;ib30- 

BaHHH 3HaHMM H yCMJieHHOM CK7IOHHOCTM K yHeHMK). McXOflfl H3 3TO rO , aBTOpbl CTaTbM 

npeflnpwHHMajoT nonbiTKy oqeHHTb cnoco6w Mcno/ib30BaHMfl 3HaHMM m Hxpa3BMTHfl 

b (J)npMax, oKa3biBiomMx 6M3Hec-yc7iyrM, onwpaiomMecH na MHTeHCHBHbie 3HaHMH (K IBS  

firms), npwxoflfl k c/ieflyiomMM BbiBo^aM: b o6enx CTpaHax npoqecc npaKTMnecKoro 

yneHMH ( ‘on the jo b ’ learning) Ba>KHee ynacTMH b (})0pMa/ibH0M 06pa30BaTenbH0M npo - 

qecce. OflHaKO b c/iOBauKnx cJ)wpMax ynacTwe b stom cj)opMa7ibHOM npoqecce (learn ing  

by acquisition ) nrpaeT 6o/ibiuyio po/ib b npoitecce yneHMH m yrjiy6jieHMH 3HaHMM, 

neM b BeHrepcKMX 4>npMax. KpoMe Toro, ctomt o6paTMTb BHMMaHne Ha cjjaKT, h to  b o6e- 

mx CTpaHax BHeuiHwe pecypcw  3HaHMM, KaK K/meHTbi, nocTaBmwKM, KOHca/iTMHroBbie 

4>HpMbI HB7IHI0TCH 6o/iee 3HaMMMbIM MCTOHHMKOM 3HaHMM, HCM BblClHMe yHe6Hbie 3a- 

BefleHMH mw ynpe>KfleHMH no nepenoflroTOBKe KaflpoB.
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